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AS executive suspended
cil's decision to the university's
disciplinary committee; a group
As:;ociated Students Executive
composed of four EWU students,
Assistant James Gutierrez was
ftve faculty members and two
administrators.
suspended Crom the AS executive
The suspension will remain in
board late Tuesday evening foleffect pending a decision of the
lowing a closed executive session
appeals committee. The AS
by- the AS council.
Council then would decide wheThe suspension vote w~s unanther to remove the suspension.
imous.
"Whatever the appeals comAccording to informed sources,
mittee says-will go," said Greg
Gutierrei was suspended due to
his involvement last quarter in a . Fazzari, AS vice president.
shouting/pushing altercation
The AS constitution gives AS
with a former reporter for The
President Terryl. Ross authority
to fire and hire his executive
Easterner.
Both Gutierrez and former AS ·assistants.
executive assistant Gary Ha"If Terryl doesn't take action
worth were fined $50 reportedly
after the appeal committee's deas a result of their participation
cision, then the council will," said
Fazzari. _
in the December incident. Ha"Now that· the council's deworth resigned last quarter.
When contacted at his parent's
cision has been made, we are not
home in Cheney Tuesday ev~n- . sitting around talking about it
(the December incident)/' said
ing, Gutierrez refused to comment on the council's decision.
Ross.
In other council action, the
Gutierrez may appeal the counby Jim Crosby
Editor

decision whether to install 369
lockers and combination padlocks in Tawanka Commons was
referred to the AS Budget and
Finance Committee which meets
today.
The estimated cost of purchasing, assembling and installing the
lockers is $10,500. The project is
expected to be funded by the AS.
The lockers also are expected
to be available for rent to stu~
dents by spring quarter. Rent fee
is estimated at $3 to $4 per
quarter.
Rich Shields, AS executive assistant, told council members
that the major purpose for the
lockers is to reduce the thefts of
student's backpacks, jackets and
other personal items.
Prior to the council meeting,
Shields told The Easterner nearly
$1,000 worth of books, backpacks
and electronic calculators have
been stolen quarterly from Tawanka.

"No one with an expensive
jacket would leave it down in one
of those cubby holes," Shields
said.
Existing Tawanka regulatiops
prohibit students from wearing
jackets and bring·ing backpacks
into dining areas, presumably to
reduce the theft of silverware and
other items.
•
Shjelds said if the lockers are
installed, the existing "wooden
cubby holes" wiJl probably be
relocated within Tawanka in a
location to be decided.
Revenues generated by locker
rental fees will be placed in a
revolving fund, Shields said, to be
used by the AS.
"This is one of the first times
students may have the chance to
buy something that will be beneficial while providing income,"
he said.
Shields estimated that in two
years locker revenues-$2,500 per
quarter--will have offset the cost

of t~e lockers.
An advantage of the lockers,
Shields said, would be that offcampus students would be able to
drop books off between classes.
"The students will be able to
pick up books at Tawanka in the
morning, go to school , drop the
books off after classes and walk
away with their hands in their
pockets, " Shields said.
Ross told the council that the
results of a registration survey
this quarter indicated that only
eight percent of students surveyed wanted lockers. Only 194 students , however, completed the
survey.
Councilman _Dave Rudy suggested another survey be initiated by the council.
James Weston, EWU sophomore, was appointed as an
ASEA, filling a vacancy by the
recent resignation of Haworth.
Weston ..yas chosen by Ross
from a field of five applicants.
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Cash,iers st~y busy
with -r·ubbef- checks
'

by Mari Perrotti
Feature Editor

During fall quarter, 433 checks
were returned to EWlJ's Student
Accounting Office (SAO) because
of "non-sllfficient funds," and
students are beginning to feel the
repercussions that accompany so
· much ''bouncing rubber."
Barbara Beetham, cashier
supervisor of the Cashier's Office
(CO), outlined some reasons for
the high number of bounced
checks.
- In a Tuesday afternoon interview, Beetham said, "We realize
that there are many reasons
students have problems with
checks. Many students will write
checks and try 'to beat the check
to the bank' by depositing funds
to cover the check."
"Other students don't plan
properly and find themselves in
financial binds,'' she said.
Beetham also indicated many
- students are unaware of how fast
checks are processed.
Agreeing with Beetham's statement, Sharon Willey, accounting
assistant in the SAO said, "Many
checks on local banks are processed within a week ...Seattle
First Banks often process a check
in a few days."
When a bank returns a check to
EWU, the SAO forwards the
check to the CO. At this point,
r~turned checks for tuition or
loan payments are reversed. Students are then in a position to be
disenrolled if their fees are not
paid by the Jan. 23 deadline.
Once the returned check arrives at the CO, the student is
notified while his/her name is
placed on a 'bad checks' list. This
list is distributed in every office
on campus where a student might
cash a check.
If there is no response in five
days, another letter is sent to
inform the student that a hold can

be placed on his/her transcripts
and any registration· proceedings.
If there is no attempt to clear
lhe debt, the check is turned back
to the SAO. This office is responsible for collection through a .
collection agency or small-claims
court, depending on the circumstances.

Most EWU students contact the
CO before they receive their first
letter. "Often we will redeposit
the check if we know it will
clear,'' Beetham ·said.
"Ninety-five percent of
bounced checks are not deliberate ... we note how rapidly they
(students) respond," she said.
Students who take immediate
steps to rectify a bad check have
their names removed from the
'bad checks' list with little problem.
Those who have cashed three
or more bad .checks, however,
are placed on a 'permanent' bad
check list. A student cannot be
removed from this list without
the approval of Paul Bartnick,
supervisor of the SAO.
Beetham and Willey said that
Bartnick talks with each student
and may require them to sign a
statement which indicates their
agreement that their name be
placed on the permanent list if
they cash one more bad check.
Decisions are made on an individual basis.
Because the situation is one
that is expensive and time-consuming for both the student and
the school, both offices urge all
students to seek help if unexpected financial problems occur, to
plan their finances realistically
and to correct any bad checks
immediately.

Haunting

Easterner photo/Dave Sampson

Wearing a construction workers hard hat, Streeter Hall's "ghost" silently prowls the seventh rloor lounge.
According to Streeter folklore, a construction worker died while roofing the dormitory. This photograph
was taken during one of the infrequent visits of the ghost. Some say he's friendly, others are
unsure--, especially during night time visits.

Investigation reveals no 'boo' facts
Researched by D.J. Ellis
Ghostwritten by Jim Crosby
Staff Writers

Amidst recent reports from
many Streeter Hall residents
about ghostly happenings, such
as strange thuds on the roof and
hangings on the wall, The Easterner attempted an investigation
of tile "Streeter Hall Ghost."
Old newspaper clippings and
eye-witness accounts from resident advisers lent credence to the
assu~ed existence of a construe~
tion worker ghost who supposedly
died during dormitory construction.

During the investigation one
significant a nd conflicting piece
of information was uncovered:
the construction worker did not
die.
One news source stated that
Theron McAda, the construction
worker, had died after falling
from the roof of Streeter Hall;
another said he had survived the
fall.
Dutifully, one reporter spent
most of one morning making
telephone calls, checking death
certificates and thumbing
through old newspapers, only to
find that the so-called ghost is
very much alive in this world.

According to one clipping,
McAda fell from Streeter Hall
during its 1967 construction. With
him fell 15, 60-pound jackhammers, which crushed both of his
heels and broke his right thigh in
two places. He was left with a
permanent limp.
The conclusion to the investigation is then obvious. If there is a
supernatural being haunting residents in Streeter Hall, its origins
are not that of a construdion
worker.
But who knows ? Perhaps it is
the ghost of some long-deceased
janitor noisily cleaning the halls
in some other dimension.
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letters to the editor
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enriching
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Editor: .
nutritious meal awaiting her
Reading the article by Sadafamily, (a'ld her husband's new
toshi Tomizawa on Jan~8, 1981 i~
found American friend), comThe Easterner moves me to
pounded with the excellent mancomment. First, let me say that I,
ners of the two children all during
for one, have been enriched by ,I the visit, made me wonder if
having been befriended by a
perhaps the answer to Sadatoshi
Japanese student.
Tomizawa in his article was .
· He, Katsuma Nakajima, was in
fairly simple. In his article· [The
my English 101 class this past . Easterner, Jan. 8], Tomizawa
first q~arter and in an attempt to .. said that whenever he asked his
help him with our written and
neighbors in the dorm why they
spoken language, I find I am the
hold certain viewpoints about
richer for knowing him, learning
how things are done, that they
some about the culture of his
answer, ·"Well, I don't know but
country, and understanding petthat's the way we ·do things here
ter the Japanese heritage.
irl America." Could it be tbat
When Katsuma invited me to
since we· are in transition, in
his home,_ in Cheney, for dinner
change, Americans can't give
with
his wife Miyoko, and
ready answers since, for inschildren, Yu and Mariko, the
tance, statistics change rapidly
pleasure encount~red could not
in the areas of marriage and
have been surpassed. The authdivorces; the foundation of Famentic Japanese Suki Yaki dinner,
ily Life? We seem to be less firm
complete with chopsticks and
in our convictions, because they,
raw egg, was but a sample of the
too, change rapidly. In fact, as I
heritage and customs I was to
write this, the only thing I know
off hand, in our value system, ·
learn of that day. The ideal of the
Family Unit was reinforced.
that hasn't changed is we all love
A Man's pride in his country,
Mom's apple pie the best.
Peggy L. Orth
and the·woman's pride in keepEWU Student .
ing ~ nice, clean home with a
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I havfl a dream'" ._Martin... L. King, Jr.
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key figure in the l\{arch on · model for many of the 60s
fifty-two years ago today
Washington;
he was chosen activists.
Martin Luther King, Jr., was
Moreover, King· believed
1963 Time magazine's Man of
born in Atlanta, Ga. He was a
the Year; and in 1964 he was that racial equality could be
man destined to change the
awarded the Nobel Peace more than a dream. His
world he lived in.
Prize--the youngest Peac~ effor~ to ma~e that dream a
A,nd change it he did.
reality were exceeded Qnly by
Laureate in history.
l{ing was a leader and a
King believed that civil j~s- his love for humanity.
follower, a teacher· and a
Martin Luther King, Jr., is
student. But above all, he was , tice in the United States could
be reached peacefully.. His dead, but his dream is still
a dreamer.
non-violent philosophy in shared by many.
King's accomplishments
1
seeking social change was the
Jim Crosby
were many. In 1963 he was a
,
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.P roductivi

and.common sense is key
to most economic woes
"

'

,

the opportunity to observe the
management.''
efficiency
of that company's
M~nagement consultant.
management firsthand.
John Patton, who has been
My evaluation of that manstudying the problem for 37
years, says, ''Declining ·pro- . agement ranges from blindly
incompetent to grossly negductivity is not entirely the
ligent.
fault of organized labor ...
Let me give an example.
it is not entirely the fault of
This company makes castour patronizing, interfering
ings from sand molds. A sand
government.. .it is not entirely
·
mold in the shape of the
the fault of the shifting attidesired casting is made and
tudes of our younger generathen molten aluminum is
tion ... the real 'fault lies
poured into the mold.
squarely at the feet of manWhile pouring molds one
agement, for not s~izing the
day, I noticed that the metal
initiative to take remedial
. was running out the sides of
action."
the mold. The same problem
I fully agree with Patton
must have been encountered
and Gerstenberg. For the last
during
an earlier shift as I
four-and-a-half years I have
noticed quite a bit of metal
worked mr way through
school by working full-time at had accumulated under the
pouring area.
a local aluminum foundry.
Rather than keep pouring
During that time, I have had

would.
But how does one go about
Today it seems to be a
increa~ing productivity?
favorite pastime of politici~
Through sensible and comans, bul;iinessmen and com- petent management.
munity leaders to ·bemoan the
I think the largest obstacle
state of the American econto overcome in the battle of
omy and the plight of Ameri- inflation, huge trade deficits
can industry,
and a nose-diving economy is
They offer grandiose plans incompetency on the manato revitalize the economy,_ gerial level.
In a 1975 survey taRen by
which include controlling
federal spending, less govern- the American Management
n1ent regulation and restruc- Association, . in which 6,000
turing the tax system to make managers were interviewed,
their overwheln1ing choice
more money available for
for increasing productivity
investment.
Admittedly, all these things among a variety of alternawould help. But what one tives was through better mansingle thing would do more to agement.
stimulate LhP economy more
Richard C. Gerstenberg,
than all the'.;e things put to- former chairman of General
gether?
Motors, says, ''Better proIncreased productivity ductivity results from better
by Kerry Lyman
Assistant Editor

.

molds in this manner, I slowed down until I was just
letting the metal dribble into
the mold. This prevented the
molds from breaking .out,
however, it also' slowed down
the operation considerably.
Later, I heard some griping
because our production was
so low that night.
That made no sense at all to
me. What is better? To go fast
and make at least 50 percent
scrap or to slow down and
bring the scrap level down to
about 5 percent?
Which is more productive?
We ran this job for three
days. Day shift continued to
pour the molds as fast as they
could and the metal from
broken out molds continued to
accumulate, until finally they

·I
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WA vets owe millions
by Mari Perrotti

At the end of 1980, 37,700
veterans and their beneficiaries
in Washington State owed an
average of $500 to $600 each to the
Veterans Administration (VA).
A large part of this $22 million
debt was not collected because
debts under $600 "were simply
written off" by the United States
Attorney's Office according to
Stephen M. Gold, the VA District
Counsel in Seattle.
In an effort to collect these
monies President Jimmy Carter
signed Public Law 96-466 which
gives lawyers of regional VA's
the authority to take legal action
to collect debts under $1,200 owed
the VA by the veterans. U.S.
attorneys will still handle debts
over $1,200.
In an interview last Wednesday
Gold explained the Seattle District Counsel's strategy for collecting monies owed in,Washington and Alaska.

·

.

"This is a no-nonsense program. We have a specific mandate from Congress to collect this
money ... and we intend to recoup
these amounts," Gold said.
11
• Many of these debts are education overpayments which arise when a veteran student drops
out of school, fails to notify the
VA,· and continues to cash benefit
checks to which he or she is not
entitled;'' the lawyer explained.
Timothy J, McKinney _Jr., the
VA lawyer directly in charge of
the debt collection progr~m explained that a more "aggressive"
approach would be used.
· "By the time a case gets to our
office, the debtor has had several
opportunities to resolve the debt
based on a series of letters the
debtor received from the VA's
finance center; in most cases all
of these notices have been ignored,'' McKinney added.
Gold explained the first batch
of demand letters have been

Pool it!

'

released. "If debtors ignore this
letter, we will, after a 30-day
grace period, file collection papers with the appropriate federal
court," he said.
Tbe district councilman said
when a suit is initiated, the VA
can garnish
an individual's
property and wages once a
judgement is attained. In addition, the debtor will also be
responsible for all costs, fees and
interest connected with the lawsuit.
"We are reasonable in making
adjustments.. .it should be emphasized, however, that for the
first time, we have the' staff and
resources necessary to collect
these debts," he concluded.
Gold suggested veterans who
have outstanding debts with tile
VA should contact their local VA
office or the Seattle District
Office, 915 Second Avenue,
Seattle, WA 98174 or call (206)
442-5010.

Mateo Arteaga

Arteaga to represent state
schools at·finance Workshop

,,.

Carpool· Service begins ·tod~y
J

•

by Debbie Bohnet
Staff Writer

In the face of continually rising
gasoline prices, many EWU
commuters have tried to organize ~arpools, only to have them
dissolve before the first week of
the quarter.
Beginning today, however, the
Commuter Concerns Committee
is providing what it ·hopes is a
streamlined solution to the problems of carpooling.
"It is basically the same pro-

gram used by WSU, UCLA and
some Oregon universities," said
Curtis Huff, director of the PUB.
Huff said ten commuter boards
will be placed at various locations throughout the campus,
allowing interested individuals to.
fill out cards that are expected io
be matched up with other cards
to produce. carpool groups.
Bob Jackson, coordinator for
the Carpool Service, has the
tedious task of matching respective carpoolers with other car-

poolers. Final arrangements,
. however, are left to the individuals.
The Carpool Service will also
arrange for riders to meet and
park their cars, Jackson said.
Jackson, an EWU student,
said, "I believe if everyope puts
forth the effort and gets interested, the program will be a great
success."
Anyone interested in carpooling should contact Jackson at
359-7921.

Live, it's· Thursday night!
There is a new performing
outlet on campus for all those
legitimate exhibitionists, such as
impressionists, comedians,
musicians and mimes. It is called
Open Mike and it is offered every
Thursday 7-10 p.m~ in the PUB
Deli.
Sponsored by the Associated
Students, Open Mike not only
offers students a place to relax
and play backgamm~n, chess,·

cribbage or dominoes, it also
gives students the opportunity to
perform before an audience.
Last Thursday, for example,
more than 20 EWU students sat
on the Deli's hardwood benches
and · listened to three student
musicians. Those attending also
were treated to free popcorn,
coffee and punch.
Said Mike Smith, assistant stu-

Booted
Philip L. Grafious, EWU parking supervisor,
attaches a parking "boot" to a parking violator's
vehicle. Grafious said Monday EWU campus police
have ten of the "boots" and they will be attached to
parking violator's cars after the owners have

,.

dent activities coordinator, "It
was a smashing success. We
really hope this catches on."
All games can be checked out
at the PUB Information Desk
(Washington State License required).
Those students wanting to audition (not required) for Open Mike
can contact Evie 'Boone at
359-7921, extension 55.

accumulated two or more unpaid parking violations. He said after the "boot" has been on the auto
for 72 hours, the vehicle is subject to towing, which
would cost about $20 plus storage costs. Grafious
said there is a $5 cha~ge to remove the "boot" after
the outstanding violations have been paid for.

• I

Mateo Arteaga, EWU junior,
was chosen recently from 22 applicants statewide to represent
Washington state's 4-year colleges at the Financial Aid and
Peer Counseling Workshop
scheduled for March 4-9 in Washington, D.C.
Two other students, Qne from
Gonzaga University and the other
from Bellevue Community College, were also chosen to attend
the workshop.
Arteaga, a secondary education major, will be among 200
students nationwide to give the
Department of Education input
on new procedures for allocating
student financial aid.
"We will also be discussing
with our iocal representatives
student loans as wen as main-

they are at now,' 1 Arteaga said.
The junior, who was appointed
to the AS Financial Aid and
Award Committee Tuesday afternoon, is an opponent of the
proposed 32 percent increase in
Washington state tuition. Arteaga said he supports increased
federal help in getting financial
aid for all college studen~, especially in Washington state.
"I feel that our representatives
must_strongly consider this because of a RCW wbich states that
24 percent of any proposed tuition
increase needs to be set aside for
financial aid," he said.
Arteaga said he encourages
EWU students to give him input
on either the proposed tuition increase or the upcoming workshop
by contacting him at 359-2415.

productivity'----e---'-----(Continued from Page 2)

such bad shape and Japanese
had to shut down the opera- and other industries are outtion completely to remove the stripping American productivity by leaps and bounds. .
metal.
Management likes to blame
Produc'tion was halted
three times during this per- low productivity on labor. In
iod, to remove metal from many cases they are right in
molds that had ~un out. The doing so. Because I have seen
average down time from each very much of the "I get paid
breakdown amounted to a- for eight hours anyway" attitude. Many workers figure
bout two to three hours.
Common sense would indi- they get paid the same for
cate that if time was taken to doing a job sloppily as they
stop ·and find out what was would if they put an effort into
it.
causing the metal to run out,
This has taken the quality
time would not only be saved
out
of American labor, conin the long run but a higher
production level would result. tributed to low productivity
Even if time was not taken and taken the pride out of
to alleviate the problem , doing a job well.
But I think much of this
higher productivity would
have resulted from pouring attitude stems from the inefficiency of management.
the molds slower, thereby
How can a worker get motipreventing so many break
vated when he se~s such inouts, which would also have
competency
in management?
resulted in greater productivIn the same survey I menity because there would be
tioned earlier, taken by the
less scrap and less down tim~
American Management Asfrom removing accumulated
sociation, two-thirds of the
meta
I from under ' the pouring
.
respondents to the survey
area.
,
reported their companies
This is just one example
were making no special effort
among many of the inefficito evaluate executive producency of management in just
this one plant. If this is indica- . tivity.
I think it is time managetive of manageria~ skills
ment took time to take stock
throughout the country, it is
of itself.
no wonder the economy is in
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Try out your
musical routine
or simply enjoy a game of backgammon or chess with a, friend at the
Open Mi(<e/Games Night in the Peli
at 7

-

body. .

p.m.·

·20

16

..I•

The ASEWU · movie, ''Hot Lead
and Cold Feet," wiU. show at 1:30
p.m. in the PUB. Admission is free. '

,

The ASEWU will present
Scott JonBS at '1:30
in the PUB.

a.,m.

The ASEWll Council will meet
from 3 to . 7 p.m. In the PUB Coun-

At the Magic lantefn in Spokane
EWU will show ~ -, Swiss.
'7he Wonderful Crook.,, at 7 and 9

mov1e:

(

r , .,
t

I"
'

r

P-!1'·

!•

cil Chsmbtlt~
University Conferences will hold
lta first Individual Financial Planning
Ssmin11r, from 7 to 9 p.m. in Patterson Hal, Room 1108. Registration is
required.

'

From 9 p.m. to midnight, ·Pi Kappa
Delta wm present "Omeg4" in the

!
I
~

PUB. .

.. • t .

tI

I

At the Women's Center, 114 Monroe Hall, ''Size 10, ': will show at
12 noon. The film, which has won an
American Alm Festival Award, shows
how women have been constrained
by stereotyped ideals of the female

Jan. 15
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The film classic, 11Black Stallion,,,
wJII show at the PUB at 7 p.m. Students: 75 cents, Others: $1.50.

I •

Soprano Gail Nelson will present a wor-kshop at 11 a.m. in the
Music Building Recital Hall.

The Black Student Union, in commemoration of Martin Luther ~ing's
birthday will hold a disco dance in
the PUB from 9 p_
.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is $1. Proceeds from the
dance will finance a Valentine's Day
Party for disadvantaged children in
Spokane.

: I

I, l

Study the Evolution of the Stars
at 12 noon at the EWU Planetarium
Room 241 Science Building. ·
'
The one and only Ronnie Reagan
stars in "Knute Rockne" which will
show at the PUB at 1:30 and 7 p.m.
The afternoon show is free. Admission for the evening show is 50 cents
for students; $1 for others.

19

,.

A collaboration of Associate Professor Tom Askman with Terry Buchendorf' s "Ritual and. Hunting;"
featuring "Process Art, Video, and Installation Piece," will open in the
EWU Art Gallery.
The Activities Programming Board
will meet at 3 p.m. in PUB Room 38.

I

i'

A movie about the struggle of
Iranians for their freedom will be
shown on campus next week. The
film, "Revolution in Iran, '-' will be
shown •in various · sociology classes
and to the general public. The time
and place ·of the showing will be
announced in ne~ week's Focus.

-ComDlu/Jitiation
.. contest·Slated

,'
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i

!
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Students who publish, broadcast, and advertise know that
recognition is an important step
in getting ones career off the
ground. Getting paid for ones
work is fantastic, but recognition
by professionals can't hurt a
resume either.

•

I

•

'

I

I
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'

'
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I
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The awards will be presented to
winners at WICl's Pacific Northwest regional meeting, April 24,
1981, in Spokane.
,

In an effort to provide outstanding students with this . recogni:.
tion, the Pacific Northwest region of Women in Communications (WICI) is sponsoring its
first student competition this
year. The group will present
plaques anc;t certificates for communications work in'the following areas: newspaper, magazine,
television, radio, public relations
campaigns, advertising campaigns, and communications research.
Full or part-time students from
Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon
and Washington who have published, broadcast, or otherwise
presented their communications
worl. i :1 campus, commercial,
noncoi-pmercial, or company
media in 1980 are eligible to
enter.

by Stephanie Vann
·Staff Writer

More and more American students are leaving school knowing
so little about history that, some
can hardly tell the difference
between the first and second
world wars, according to an EWU
history professor.
History Department Chairman
and Assistant to ihe Provost for
Student Services William Kidd
said Monday that many times
history lessons take a backseat to
culture courses and "social sci•
ences which emphasize ·current
events, s()(!iology and economics."
"In the past ·20 years, schools
have placed more emphasis .on
preparing students for the job
· market rather than giving them
an overall education," be said.
,According to Professor Kidd
history is becoming a vanishing
subject in schools, which often
care more about a winning sports
team.
"This is especially prominent

--·Notice~
Application forms for seasonal
summer employment with the
National Park Service are available from- the Park Service/Forest Service Information Office
Room 112 U:S. Courthouse, W. 920'
Riverside, Spokane, according to
local NPS representative Arthur
Hathaway.
The computerized applications
for summer aid, technician, ranger and laborer must be postmarked by January 15, 1981,
Hathaway emphasized. '
Application for seasonal lifeguard and janitor positions' are
made directly to individual parks
using Standard Form 171. Filing ·
for the latter jobs remains open
u~til the positions are filled.

Cl.earance. I Sped;I ori
Sweaters.

..

'~

Historical .marts: zer·o·

JEREMIAH'S
"the Unique Boutique"

'

'
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1n·tne future.
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40% off:I .

:I .

I

in rural s hools where high
reason for this-some students
school athl tics are the main
blame their teachers." ·
source of ntertainment," he
In some ways Kidd said he sees
today's
youth returning to ,trasaid.
Kidd said any scb~ls let the
ditional val~es. "YouDf. people
students el t w~ther or not to . . seem to have an interes~ in the
take histo . "Where there are
past," he said. "This becomes
classes, the are so often taught
apparei;it in their costuming. Toby people r e the football coach
day's trendy dress is a throwback
.who bas t little knowledge or
of old culture. ·Old and funky is
experience
keep the students
good.
interested,'' he said.
"In this generation of 'now' and
Kidd als . sai~ he blamed a
'me' young people are big on
decline in Ii racy as one reason
nostalgia," he said. ,"And no
I
for the loss interest in history.
·m atter how far · advanced we
"Histoey is one of the literate
become with science and tech- , ,
disdplines, I he said. "Many Stu•
nology, there will.sWl be a need
dents ·are ot able to read or
te know how we got here and why
•
.,
write. W~
Dy don't know the · we are here."

....
.,

'

AlPHA-kAF!PA PSI
fessional Business Fraternity

J
I

,, .

... because you care about
you; business future

Alp a Kappa Psi Membership D,rive
ON NOW UNTIL JAN. 23

CO TACT ANY MEMBER OR COME BY
KINGSTPN ROOM 328-A
.,

OPEN TO BUSINESS, RADIO-lV MANAGEMENT,
ION MERCHANDISING ANO ECONOMICS MAJORS

Phone 359-2622

~.;::===-:-::;::::::::::::::::::======::;;;;=;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;~::::;..
'
Lu cheon menu served from 10:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Thurs., Jan. 15 Navy Bean Soup, Tacos, Tuna Noodle
Casserole, Rolled Salami Salad, Diced
•,•
Carrots, Salad Bar
Tomato Soup, Grilled Chee~e S~nd.,
Baked Bean Cass., Ham Salad Bowl, Zucchini, Salad Bar
Sat., J. n. 17
Brunch
Sun., an. 18
Brunch
Mon., an. 19 Fr.. Ooion Soup, Macaroni & Cheese, Beef
·Burritos, Fruit Salad Bowl, Mixed Vegetables, Salad Bar
Tues.,
Corn Chowder, f:iot Dogs/Potato Chips,
American Goulash, Egg Salad Bowl, Diced
Carrots, Salad Bar
Split Pea Soup, Sloppy Joes, Br~coli
Cass., Cold Cut Salad, Cut Green Beans,
Salad Bar
Breakfas Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for 10
punches for breakfast ~ lunch at $15 per tickets or $1.50 per meal.
Dinner Hours 4:15 - 6:30

JEANS

Dress _
Pants . 20% off
Sizes 3 ·5, 7 only
1
Some Dresses 40% off* Buy one at reg. price
Velour

T-shirts 40% off* get second at ½ price

504 1st_ Cheney

*

.

offer expires 1131181

r

,,

Multiple entries are permitted. •
An entry fee of $3 for members
and $5 for nonmembers is required with each submission.
Entries must be postmarked on
or before Feb. 8, 1981.
Interested students should contact Dr. Judith Kaufman at 359.
2811 or see her at Room 2131,
""
Patterson
Hall. She will provide
submission procedures· and the
required app_!ications.

ri·daY, J·a.~·. 23
I

,

. 2 ·for 1
Beef burger Steak
Includes Potato, Salad Bar, Soup & Dinner Bread

.J

•

'

:

p.m·. - 1 .a.ra:r.
PUB.

- ., ......
,..,
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EW·U dan.ce concert ·promises ·variety
by Kelly Hitch.cock
Staff Writer
.

Eastern Washington University Theatre presents
once-ayear dance treat for students.
The performance of 11Dan4er's
Dances" will begin its series at
. the Uniy~rsity Theatre o~ Thursday, Jan. 22 and run every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evening through Feb. 7. Curtain
time for all performances is 8
p.m.
"Dancer's· Dances," a winter
dance co.ncert, hosts ~n assortment of styles for·which University Dance Theatre has become
well known. ".rhe professional
variety I show will feature jazz,
modem, and ballet.
The program opens with a
dance which portrays young, aspiring dancers at the audition,
hoping for that ultra-important
"big break."
,
Choreographed .by Leonard J.
Fowler, artist-in-residence,

a

~

/'

· photo/Leonard J. Fowler

Amateur ballet-goers frequently find problems in understanding the complete pictures the
dancers ·create. -"« we cannot
make it clear to you what is
,
going
on, then we are doing
Other returning top-notch persomething wrong as dancers,"
formers who will perform are:
Weeks said. This is not likely to
Kent Anderson, Rob Cook, Debbie Floberg, Thomas A. Grant, . be the case with this production,
however. EWU is known for
Michelle Heffron, Joanne Jaynes,
having a very professional, topTherese Mcilvaine, Sherry
notch dance program. ,
Poore, Mary Simonsen, Kim Resnik Weeks, and Lambert.
The technical director for
"Dancer's Dances" is• Norman
Weeks, who is also the publicity
Boulanger. The Assistant Publicdirector, said that "Dancer's
ity Director is Jennifer Baldwin.
Dances" presents a -v ariation of
styles so as tQ appeal to the
"Dancer's Dances" offers
variety of tastes. This is importsnappy tap d~nce, drama, comant in a production tbat only
edy and a sprightly soft shoe.' In
performs once a year. S~e conshorl, it offers a treat for every
tinues to say that the production
taste.
·
is enjoyable for all levels of
Admission for "Dancer'~
appreciation. Turnout is expectDances"
is $3 · alid free for · all
ed to be good as is customary
EWU
students
with an Associated
with EWU's dance troupe proStudents identification card.
ductions.

"Dreaming of Being a Star,"
depicts dancers attempting to
catch the attention of a not-toosympathetic director.
A colorful change in style is
presented in the second dance,
"The Shape of Time." Choreographed by Edie Bucklin, director of the University' Dance Theatre, it is performed by five
couples to electronic music. ''The
Shape of Tim~" is a modem
dance whose abstract form is
based on the rhythmic movement
of balanced architec~ral shapes.

tour of New York with stops at
such places as Battery Park,
Thirty-ninth Street and The West
Side.

As1 an added extra, three students will present their own
choreographed per(9rmances for
the University ·Dance Theatre's

annual preductioe.
Marita Brown, Debra Floberg,
and Adrienne Lambert have each
created . a dance which . is a
three-part jazz · suite entitled .
"Manhattan." This performance
takes the audience on, a dance

Comedy is a Success
by Sheila Svastisalee
Staff Writer

"I don't know who or where I
am anymore I dm,'t need an
analyst, I need lost and found."
Bill Hay puts up a convincing
and hilarious clamor as ·Mel
Edison, t)le outraged and Frustrated star of "Prisoner of Second Avenue."
"Prisoner," now playing
through Jan. 31 at the Spokane
Civic Theater, takes place in a
highrise in present.day New York

Students needed
~to plan·activities
If h~ving a say in spending
$85,000 a year· on student activities appeals to you, the ASEWU
would like your application. The
!Activities Programming Board
currently has four vacancies for
on-campus students and two positions for off-campus students.
The board meets Mondays at 3
p.m. and each member sh'ould be
able to spend about six hours a
week planning student activities.
The group is involved in the planning, publicity and promotion of
· all activities including concerts,
shows, dances, films and guest
speakers.
. Students interested in participating on the board should con:.
tact Art Martin or Mike Smith at
359,.2885 to arrange for an interview.

,,j
Ii"\

.....

City.
Mel, a 47-year-old account executive, and his wife, Edna,
played by Julie Severson, have
. lived in their apartment for _14
years when Mel loses his job and
the couple's apartment is robbed.
It all becom~s too . much for
Mel. He rails at Edna at 2 a.m.,
"This place is like an antenna,
noise goes up through here and
out to the city."
Neil Simon's funny one-liners
and· Bill Hay carry the play
through the first act.
Julie Severson overcame her
opening night nerves to put-on a
solid performance in Act II.
Thomas C. Carroll plays the
sof~ spoken know-it-all big bro-

I

ther, Harry Edison, with ease
and grace.
Mel's three older sisters played
by Ruth Brilling (Jessie), Fritzi
9ahill (.Pearl) and Madolyn Driskill (Pauline) are well cast, but
their attempts at New York
accents 'are awkward and dis- ·
fracting.
On the whole "Prisoner," produced by Pamela Kingsley provided an enjoyable evening of
comic· entertainment. The cast,
notably Hay, deserved the standing ovation received last Friday
night.
For ticket information and curtain tinte call 325-2507.

Reg. $2.39
Reg. $1.39 ,

9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

1
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Offer good through January 23, 1981,
120 F St. -

Paid for by FrlendS of 7. Join us today. Call 455-3790.

I
1
flI

NOW $1.99
NOW - .99

OWL .PHARMACY -

I

@.
$

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Dimacol Cold & ColVI ~pmes

24 capsules
12 capsules

The Paper Chase

$} 49_

ROAST BEEF . .
SANDWICH

OFFER GOOD 1/15/81 TO 1/21 /81

~<:
I

:
I
:

·----------·COUPON------------1
AUTO REPAIR - BODY SHOP
GLASS - WRECKER
NEW AND USED PARTS
VINTAGE AUTO PARTS

Th~rsday Night's

*OPEN MIKE & GAMES*
An open mike for those
who like to perform

-ANDGAMES: Backgammon boards, chess,
cribbage and dominos that are free to
check out t~at evening.

I STATE HOT UNE BIRVICE
M HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE '
,
~

7 p.in. - 10 p.m.

Route 2, Box· 45
Cheney, WA 99004

,,

TUB OF FRIES
2FOR 1

838-3877 Spokane
Phone 235-6123 Cheney

WA Watts Line
800-572,5655

·

OFFER GOOD 1/15/81 TO 1/21 /81

~~----------------~--------'

PUB DELI
FREE "'(ith complimentary refreshment~
!
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--Notice------

Grant goes to.femi-nist
by Chris Tate
Staff Writer

Ada Clare McAllister, distinguished as a playwright, director
and actress of feminist theatre
was awarded a grant to reside at
EWU as a writer- and resource
person.
While on campus, McAllister
will prodt,1ce a feminis~ play she
wrote entitled "Creating Cripples:' Of the play she said "It is
about the trauma of rape. Not
just the initial, overwhelming
trauma, which is only referred to
in the play, but the everlasting
trauma, • the unalterable knowledge that you have been violated
and that you will never forget and
you will never be the same."
The play is tentatively schedul~ to open March 6 at the
. Unitarian C~urch in Spokane. It
will also appear on campus in
March.
EWU students are expected to
.1SSume the M~ of actors, actresses, dancers and musicians
in the play. .
·
"My plays are woman-related
in subject matter," McAllister
explained. ''I hope in creating
roles for women that I have more
.. t

~

,.

..

~

"-

,,,.,

•

scope t,han ~sual and much more
bite. I believe every play should
deal with a social issue, to be full
of political statement," said McAllister.
McAllister is a farmer artistic
~ director of the Rhode Island
Feminist Theater. She directed
and wrote five full-length plays
during her ·four-year residency
in Rhode Island.
She has ~ B.F.A. in Theatre
Design and an M.A. in Performing Arts o_f Feminism.
In addition to acting, writing
and directing, McAllister is
schooled in modern dance, jazz
and tap.
"I've studied dancing so that I
can move better on stage and feel
good about my body," said McAllister. "Sound and movement
are really essential to the communication of my plays."
McAllister is also a student of
Karate and Tai Chi.
''Martial arts are great for
keeping in shape and for _protecting ones_elf," she said. "Once a
man attempted·to rape me, and I
· tried· to use my novice skills on
him. I wasn't too effective., but I
did manage to escape."
•

.-

~

~

McAllister is also preparing a
clown workshop for Jan. 19 and 21
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
lower theatre of the Campus Theatre. She describes the two-part
workshop as "an exploration of
.parts of our personalities not
usually revealed to others."
Participants in the workshop
begin by finding their clown.
Each person selects a piece of
clothing from a pile of old clothes,
and each is given a plastic red
nose to wear.. With these tools
each person is instructed to become aware of themselves as
dressed in the selected apparel.
The workshops are non-verbal,
McAllister said. Concentration is •
given to motion and expression.
The first step to discovering one's
clown is to decide how the clown
will walk.

The evening wn, begin at 9 with
the film, "Richard Pryor in
Concert." During intermission
prizes, donated by Cheney businesses, will be awarded to the
best-dressed impersonators of a
rock 'n' roll star.

...

235-5169

"I am a writer-in-residence
and a resource person on campus. I'm here to give of myselfmy experiences. I am excited to
be here-I can't wait to begin,"
she said.
•

CALL FOR APT.

,

,.

performed before two sell-out
crowds at the Seattle Paramount,
where they were the main act.
Tickets for the show are $2.50
and are available at the PUB
information desk.
J

The Hair Company

' .

taking a risk, the art of vulnerability revealed,'' she said.

l

At 10:30 "Rail," a group described by AS employee Mark
Ochletree as "Hot, hot hot" ( !)
will provide music to boogie to
until 1 a.m.
"Rail" is a higl)ly acclaimed,
Seattle-based band which has
opened for such groups as "Van ·
Halen ' " "Heart' " and. "Blue
Oyster Cult."
Characterized as a "highenergy, hard-drivin' rock 'n' roll
group/' the 11 year-old band has •

CLYDE LEIFER

"It (clowning) is the art of

RBtl is ~hot, hot, hot
Banking on the success. of December's ~'Punk Party," the
ASEWU will present "Rock
Night," on Friday, Jan. 23 in the
PUB.
'

Eta Sigma as charter members
On Wednesday, Feb. 18, a local
of the local chapter. All men and
chapter of Phi Eta Sigma will be
women are eligible to join who
installed at Eastern Washington.
have a cumulative average
Phi ·Eta Sigma is a national
·equivalent to, or better than, 3.6
,college scholastic honor society
for any quarter of their freshman
for freshmen. A member of the
year in college.
Association of College Honor SoIf you are interested and qualicieties, it was founded at the
.
fy
for membership, please conUnive.rsity of Illinois March 22,
1923. Its goal is to encourage and
tact the faculty advisor, Elwyn C.
reward' high scholastic attainLapoint, at Isle Hall, Room 106,
ment among freshmen in insti(Phone: 359-7031) prior to Jan. 21.
tutions of higher learning. There
A meeting of eligible students
are approximately 180 chapters
will be held in the Honors Lounge
(Hargreaves Hall, Room 204) at
throughout ~e United States, and
, some 280,000 members.
11 a.m. Tuesday. If you are
At the time of the EWU chapter
interested in becoming a member
installation, eligible Eastern stuof Phi Eta Sigma, please attend
dents will be fnitiated, into Phi
this meeting.

~

112 College / Cheney, WA 99004

TV RENTALS

'I

,

AS L0W AS 35c .A DAY
.. Month!'/ Rentals On!'/ .,
Peterson's· Town &.Country ~TV
1814 2nd

Cheney

235-6122

•

FREE T~IP TO MAZATLAN, MEXICO
DURING SP~ING BREAK '81
Last year we took 2,000 students· in 3 weeks from
22 colleges and universities. This coming year we .are
expanding to 100 colleges a~d taking 5,000 students
in 7 weeks, March 6 - April 25, 1981. We need 20
people willing to spend a few hours in their spare
time to pass out flyers ana do a little promoting in
return for an 8 day - 8 night free trip to Mazatlan
with their college. Send inquiries to: College Tours,
4554 N. Central, Phoenix, AZ. 85012, (602) 263..S520.
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Tu~sday,Jan.20
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WHO: ALL EWU STUDENTS, FACULTY ~ND STAFF
WHEN: SATURDA¥, JANUARY 24 - 9:00 A.M. Tll 4:00 P.M.
(BUS DEPARTS PUB AT 6:15 SHARP!)

C
0
F
F
E
E
H
0

,.

COST: (A) LIFT AND 'IRANSPORTATION.
$18.00
= $25.00
(B) Llr-T, EQUIPMENT, AND TRANSPORTATION .
FEE PAYMENT: AT ROTC BUILDING NOT·LATER
THAN 1200 NOON THURSDAY, JANUARY 22
(TELEPHONE: 359-23J6) .
FREE LESSONS: FREE ONE HOUR BEGINNERS "LESSONS!!!
SCOTT JONES
An excellent pia~ist guitarist and comedian of
contemporary adult music

11 :30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
PUB - Multipurpose Room
FREE
WITH COMPLIMENTARY REFRESHMENTS

·SPECIAL EWU
DISCOUNT
SPONSORED BY ARMY ROTC

'

spOrts.------:-------------:--~---------------SWimmers im·prove
but Idaho wins ~

T_h_u_r_sd_a_y_,_J_a_nu_~_rv_1_s_,_.,..1,9_a_1____
rh_e_s_as_1i_er._n_e_,_ _ _P_a_ge_1_

the AIAW Division II nationals
with a triumph in the 50 butterfly.
She turned in a clocking of : 28.1.
Boyer also won the 100 fly in
1:02.2 and the 50 breaststroke in

After an encouraging effort
against powerful University of
Idaho last weekend, the Eastern
Washington University swimming and diving teams will be
idle this week before facing two
meets in three days later this
month.
The Eagles, beaten resoundingly by Idaho in Moscow Nov. i4,
had several outstanding individual performances ·1ast Saturday
as Idaho swept the men's and
women's meet to mark the first
competitive event in 't he new
EWU·Aquatics Center. ,
Idaho won the men's compe- ·
tition, 67-44, and the women's
meet,· 84-41. But EWU freshman
Chris Boyer', from West Valley
Hlgh, Spok,a ne, _starred with
three victories and qualified for

:35.0.

Diver Lisa Amberg continued
her excellent season, capturing
both the 1 arid 3-meter competition.
In the .men's meet, freshman
Jim Christian won the 50 free in
:23.0 and the 100 freestyle in
:50.5. Pasco freshman Theo
Schine·e ckle took the 200 b&ckstroke and anchored the winning
400 medley relay . team after
Christian l~d off.
Idaho nad won the women's
meet, 103-28/ and the men's meet,
74-22, when the two teams met
earlier in the season.

Easterner photo/Brad Griffith
The EWU swim team hosted the first meet in the new Aquatics Center Saturday. The Eagles won nine events
and Chris Boyer qualified for nationals in the 50-meter butterfly.

I

'

~ube-hoops R'acqUetba/1 ·opens
.
• ',.
coming , tO' .S ecOnd·ha/f of season
'

EaSiero

After coming up just short in
the first half of the season, the
Eastern Wa$hington University
mens acquetball team will be
, shooting for the top spot this
quarter, says Coach Pat Whitehill.
'

..

Family Fitness Center, however, was awarded the first half
season championship on the basis
of a better individual match
record.
The mens racquetball team
· opens the second half of the
season tonight at 6 p.m. against
Central Park Racquet Club, in
the Phase. The women meet at
~ the Family Fitness Center on
January 20, at 7 p.m.

The openi11g of -EWU's · n~w
Aquatics ,· Center has J'\1ade "it
possible ,to add another sport to
the list of intramural activities
,
The Eagles· pos·t ed a ,7-0-1 recavailable to students. ·
-. :, .
ord last quarter in the Greater
Co-eel irinertube ·basketball will'
Spoka~e Racquetball Le~gue,
make its debut in the Phase V
good for a .share of first place.
swimming pooi on' Jan. 26. Dead-·
line to sign up for the new league
is Wednesday, Jan. 21.
. _r,\cc_9r9in,g. to_.\Pllf.?rtµ~e !?l!ske!- .-~
•
ba11 supervisor Tom Kershner,
.
.
.
you don't need any special skills · · ,. Buy your t1c~ets now! At any sk1 club meeting,
to play this _new sport.
• from any ·ski ·club member, or Thursdays 2-5
:·AH you need is _a swimmin~
in A.S. office - 3-rd floor PUB
smt," Kershner said. "You sit
··
down in an innertube and splash
, · . TICKETS
around, _a-nd just have a · good
•
1 f~r $1
DRAWING: Feb. 19th
t;me."
1,
PUB Multipurpose Room
Teams are made ,up of three
.:
3 for $2
I
Ski movie showing
tnen and .three women. The
SPONSORED BY:

SPRING TUITION .RAFFLE

games will pe 'ctiv.ided ) nto 10minute halves, and the men and
women have to alternate ~askets,
so everyone ·' has a chance 'to
score.
In other intramural activities,
today is the deadline to sign up
for co-ed volleyball, men's and
women's .five-on-fiv-e basketball,
~ and racquetball.

·

2nd & 3rd place dra~ings

Hey

Smarty!

•HANDCRAFTED
GIFTS
•ALO VERA
PRODUCTS

FEATl,JRING PEACE HOLAN

Easy Listening Popular Music 9:30-1 :30 a.m.

SERVING BREAKFAST FROM 1-3 A~M.

111 UH lll IIll I111111111111111111111 ~II IH11111111111111 IH 11111111 IU 111111111111111111111
,

BAGGAGE CAR

.

.;

Don't·

the music

If you're a st1.1detPt getting

"B's" or better, you may
·qualify for Farmers' Good
Student Discount in the
form of a special bonus
lower rate on your Auto
insurance.
Call today and get the facts
on Farmers money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

• PLANTS
113 F St., Cheney
(Across from Owl Pharmacy)

COLLEGE PARK
APARTMENTS

I

..

Art Martin is in need of additional volunteers for the· Feb. 28
Monte Carlo Night. Interested
people should contact Art as soon.
as possible at 359-2885.

I

.

E WSK

THE RUSS ANDRE BAND

I•

DAVE HARRISON
Farmers lnsur~nce GrQup

W. 18 2nd
'

$200
: Furnished
; Unfurnished $190 , ·
.235-6155 after 1:30 p.m.
1

. . ---~~-----1

502 First - 236-6165
CHENEY, WA 99004

Rock out with
"RAIL"
Friday, Jan. 23
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. - PUB

$2.50 per ·person
Tickets on sale PUB Info Desk
Sponsored by ASEWU

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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sports-_:__---~-~-~~----:-Dave Henley shines

Eagles w,n twice,
.

'

Central up next
by Dennis Hays
Sports EditoF

,.,._

Easterner photo/DarJl Vesey
Count em! Matt Peppers flies through the lane for a slam-dunk inSaturday's game with Eastern Montana. Montana won, 74-65 but the.
Eagles won ,two other games in this week's action.

Eastern's basketball team extended their- home. court winning
streak, .lost it, and then started a
new one, in their recent home
stand.
Friday night the Eagles overcame their own sloppy play to
beat Western Washington 63-53,
broke their 13:game home streak
by losing to Eastern Montana
74-65 on Saturday, and turned
things around Tuesday to beat
Boise State 68-66.
Against Western, EWU got off
to a good start, jumping to a
to-point lead early, but then
started throwing the ball away
and missing easy shots. The
Vikings scored 13 straight points
and went into the dressing room
with a 28-21 lead:
Halfway through the second
half, however, the Eagles came
to life. With George Abrams
leading the way from point
guard,· driving for short jump
shots and feeding passes to his
open teammates, Eastern outscored Western 29-14 over the last
10 minutes. Abrams finished with

a game-high 17 points and six
assists.
Despite a second-half comeback try, the Eagles lost to
Eastern Montana for the second
time this season, Saturday night.
Cold shooting and-a slack defense by EWU gave the Ye_llowjackets a 42-30 advantage at the
half.
The second half saw the Eagles
make a run at EM, to pull within
four points with four minutes left.
But the EWU defense fell apart
again and Montana pulled away
down,the stretch. Abrams, aver-·
aging 14 points per game, scored
17 for the Eagles.
Against Boise State on Tuesday, it was-the game-long outs~de
shooting and last-second herotcs
of Dave Henley that helped Eastern to a 68-66 victory.
Henley hit 12 of his 17 shots to
give the Eagles some muchneeded outside offense, and the
former Shadle :Park star finished
with 24 points .. His final basket
came from the corner with three
seconds left to give EWU their

ninth win of the year.
The score was close throughout
the contest, and Eagles held a
66-63 advantage with two and a
half minutes left when they went
into their four-corner offense. But
the staJI didn't work as well this
time as it had against Western.
The Eagles fumbled the ball
away and committed a foul to let
Boise tie the game at 66, setting
the stage for Henley's dramatic
shot.
Boise had one last chance,
calling time-out with one second
left. But a stingy EWU defense
wouldn't even ,et them get the
ball in bounds. So the -ball, and
the game, turned over to the
Eagles.
Don Garves helped Henley with
the offense, scoring 14 points, and
Abrams dealt out 13 assists.
Eastern's season record now
stands at 9-5, as they start an
extended road trip this weekend.
The Eagles play Pacific Lutheran University Friday night and
Saturday they invade Ellensburg
for a shot at Central Washington
University.

.
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. Women drop pair,
Matmenwin, Jong road trip next
Thew stays
bl~:;:::::~ ·
Undefeated
by Philip C. Smith
Sports Writer

Bolstered by the return of Jack
Wise at 126 lbs. and the continued
strong wrestling of heavyweight
Dan Thew, the Eastern Washington University wrestling - team
split a pair of matches Saturday,
gaining its first dual meet win of
the season.
After a tough morning loss to
Pacific University,. 28-21, the
Eagles rebounded to whip Pacific
Lutheran University, 28-15.
Thew, a 6-2, 230 pounder from
Rogers High in Spokane, continued his drive toward a chance at
the NCAA Division II National
Championship, by winning two
matches last weekend and running his qual-match winni~g
streak to 20 in a row.
Besides Wise and Thew, who
each won twice on Saturday, Opp
was especially happy with the
performances of Ted Navarre
at 134 lbs. and Mike Sullivan at
150 lbs.
"I am pleased with the way the
team ,bas responded after getting
beaten in the early season," said
Coach Stan Opp. "I was afraid
the kids might fold, but they
never quit, and they have never
stopped improving."
'fhe next EWU home wrestling
ma tch is Jan. 20, at 7:30 p.m·.
against North Idaho College.

The 'EWU women's basketball
team dropped a pair of games
last weekend at Reese Court in
their final tuneup befere beginning conference play tonight in
Bozeman.
Friday night the Eagle women
were beaten by the University of
Washington 84-64 while an inspired second half comeback fell
short Sunday afternoon against
the Lady Chieftans of Seattle
University, with Eastern losing
the contest, 74-69, their fift)) loss
in a row.
, .,Junior Jean Ness, leading
scorer on the team, quit the
squad •a fter a lengthy team meeting early last week, and Coach
Bill Smithpeters has made numerous lineup changes while trying
to put the Eagles back on the
winning track.
The Huskies, led by · junior
Carlin M~Clary and freshman
Karen Murray, were simply too
much for the Eagles. Mcclary
finished with 17 points and a
game high 11 rebounds while
.Murray hit for 24. Maria Loos led
EWU with 12 points and 8 rebounds.
The Huskies were helped by
some cold outside shooting that
was _uncharacteristic of the Eagle
team. Eastern missed their first
ten shots trying to score over the
tough Huskie zone defense at the
start of the second halt and
Washington wasted no time in
running their slim half time lead
to 18 points.
The Eagles got off to a slow
start on Sunday, and Seattle
University took advantage of

numerous first half turnovers, to
take a 12 point lead at intermission. Eastern made some
adjustments at half and the spirited Eagles got right back in the
game, taking a 49-48 lead midway
through the ~econd period. The
rally was not enough, however,
as fine outside shooting and
bothersome full court pressure
preserved the victory for the
Lady Chieftans.
DeAnne Nelson was outstanding for Eastern, finishing with a
game , high 21 points and six
assists. Her clever ball handling
and leadership was a key to the
second half comeback. Maria
Loos was another important figure in the second half as she held
Seattle sharpshooter Sue Stimac,
who hit 16 the first half, to only 4
points i,i the second period. Fay
Zwarych scored 16 points for the
Eagles and Loos managed to add
13. Stimac and Sue Turina finished the game for Seattle with 20
-points each.
.
Eastern's performance in the
second half of the Seattle game
must have pleased Eagle coach
·Bm Smithpeters, who saw his
charges record drop to 5-10 'for
the season. The record may be
deceiving, however, for many of
the Eagles' losses have been at
the hands of Division I teams
such as UCLA and Washington.
The Eagles travel to Bozeman
tonight to play Montana State in
EWU's first conference game of
the year. Saturday the Eagles
meet Montana in Missoula and
will not return home until January 30 when they host Boise
State.
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DeAnne Nelson [23] drives for two points against the Washington
Huskies Friday night. Eastern's women lost this one 84-64, and lost
again Saturday night despite Nelson's 21 points.

